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Carried out on January 1 in 1995《the People's Republic of China nation 
compensation method》make our country pertaining to crime the compensation was 
changed the law norm level by the system, the idea level, victimizing the person to 
seek the right succour to provide the law for the judicial infringement of pertaining to 
crime according to. But because the nation compensation method is gathered the 
administration compensation and the pertaining to crime compensation in integral 
whole, the lawgiver is unilateral to pursue the whole of the law, neglecting the special 
of the pertaining to crime compensation, to the provision that the pertaining to crime 
compensate too principle, simple, among them involve the disputed case to 
compensate this problem to then have no explicit provision, is related with this only is 
at 15 regulation rules settled to without crime fact or without fact certificate to have 
the person of the crime graveness suspicion mistake detention, to have no crime fact 
but was arrest by the mistake of victimize the person to obtain the compensation of 
right. Add of related and judicial explain the after, thus cause judicatory practice 
medium the operation is different, can't be able to according to, disagree theoretically 
also very big, but caused victimize the person's legal right to can not get the valid 
guarantee directly. 
According to this kind of circumstance, the writer carry on the research towards 
involving some problems of the procurator compensation of the disputed case. Full 
text total six parts, the foreword of cent, four chapters and conclusions. The foreword 
part in brief elaborated the problem that writer to study and writing purpose. The 
define of a disputed case, pass the research to the disputed case connotation, analyze 
the standard of the disputed case define, and carried on to differentiate and analyze to 
the disputed case, the difficulty case. The controversy of a disputed case 
compensation, comparison and analyzed the our country to the disputed case whether 
three kinds of standpoints that should compensate, was juxtaposed to raise a little bit 
foreign nation to compensate in the disputed case up of way of doing, put forward 
own standpoint finally, should give the compensation for disputed case namely. The 














offense of disputed from without the principle, constitution spirit, 《the nation 
compensation method》 of inside aim idea, and modern all countries compensate the 
development trend etc. of principle analyzed the disputed case compensation of 
related principle. The norm analysis of a disputed case compensation. To dispute the 
enactment that the bigger compensation method returns the responsibility principle, 
the compensation scope and confirms the procedure currently etc. three analyzed the 
our country nation the compensation involves the disputed case to procurator the 
compensation of Procurator in the method of related norm, and pointed out the 
existent problem, put forward the lawmaking suggestion. The conclusion part mainly 
is generalized the full text write of contents, and get an compensation of our country 
nation the method needs the further modification of conclusion. 
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① 胡常龙.论刑事疑案[J].山东审判.1998,(3):20—21. 
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第二章  对于疑案是否应该赔偿的争议 
 
第一节  国外其他国家的做法 
 
在国外已有相当一部分国家已将疑案的国家赔偿问题在法律上予以明确。例




















                                                        
① 皮纯协,何寿生.主编.比较国家赔偿法[M].北京:中国法制出出版社.1998.372. 
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